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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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Supermassive star (SMS) with 105 Msun forms.✔

SMS collapses into a black hole (BH) by GR effect.✔

The black hole with the same mass as SMS is left.

The BH grows by accretion and merger.✔



instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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Volonteri (2012)

instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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instabilities, however, can reverse the situation and
transport mass in at the expense of rotational sup-
port. When this occurs, there are two possible out-
comes, depending on the strength of instabilities.

In globally unstable galactic disks, aMBH seed
may form when gas instabilities drive a very rapid
accumulation of gas to create a supermassive star,
of up to 1 millionM⊙ (11, 12). To avoid the star ex-
ploding as a supernova, gas accumulation must oc-
cur in less than ~2million years (the thermonuclear
time scale). After exhausting its hydrogen, the core
of a supermassive star will contract. As a result of
core collapse, a black hole of a few tens ofM⊙ forms
at the heart of the dying star, which is still being
bombarded by infalling gas. The resulting system (a
“quasi-star”) is composed of a black hole that grows
by eating its surrounding cocoon from the inside,

until the black hole accretion luminosity exceeds
what the cocoon can withstand. The quasi-star dis-
solves, and a black hole with mass up to 10% of the
mass of the quasi-star is left in the center of the gal-
axy, ready to begin its life as a MBH seed (13, 14).

In locally unstable galaxies (15), stellar dy-
namical instabilities can lead to MBH formation,
as long as the gas is only mildly polluted by heavy
elements (16, 17). Stars start to form in the central
region, creating a dense stellar cluster. Clusters
formed in this way are crowded places. Star-star
collisions in their core can produce a very mas-
sive star of up to a few thousand M⊙ before the
first supernovae explode. When heavy elements
are still rare, just about when the second genera-
tion of stars occurs, the final fate of a very mas-
sive star is to collapse into a black holewith amass
similar to that of its progenitor. However, this is
not the case when the content of heavy elements

increases. In today’s universe, a very massive star
would lose most of its mass in powerful winds be-
fore collapsing into a stellar mass black hole. This
channel of MBH formation naturally predicts
that MBHs formed only in the early universe.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive,
andwe currently have no direct observation that can
probe specific MBH formation scenarios (18, 19).
The first MBHs in the early universe have modest
masses and luminosities, and they cannot be de-
tected with current telescopes, although they would
be primary targets for gravitationalwave instruments
operating at millihertz frequencies. The initial condi-
tions are mostly erased in today’s MBH population,
although clues to the seeds’ propertiesmay be found
in the lowest-mass MBHs, which may be the most
pristine objects due to their limited growth.

Looking Back in Time: The Most Distant Quasars
MBHs become visible when they accrete gas direct-
ly from their surroundings, or, occasionally, when
they disrupt an unlucky star passing too close by
(20). The gravitational potential energy of the ac-
creted mass is converted to radiation, making the
black hole luminous. Luminous, accreting MBHs
are generally referred to as active galactic nuclei, and
the most powerful among them are known as qua-
sars. Quasars are the most luminous stable sources
in the whole universe, making thembeacons in the
early stages of galaxy assembly. Some powerful
quasars have been detected at distances correspond-
ing to a light-travel time of more than 12 billion
years, with the record holder, ULAS J1120+0641,
at 12.9 billion years (21). Given that the universe is
13.7 billion years old, this particular quasar existed
just 800 million years after the Big Bang. From the
luminosity of this quasar, we can infer that theMBH

powering it has a mass of 2 billionM⊙. This quasar
is not an absolute rarity; in fact, the known sample
of 12 billion-year-old quasars comprises several
tens of objects with similar luminosities andmasses
(22). Thus, the golden era of 1 billion M⊙ MBHs
occurred early on, whereas today the dominant ac-
tive MBHs have masses of about 10 million M⊙
(23). This concept may seem disconcerting in the
context of bottom-up galaxy formation; however,
it is just a manifestation of cosmic downsizing. Gal-
axies built in halos forming on the highest peaks of
the cosmic density field experience an accelerated
evolution (higher merger rates, faster gas consump-
tion), and their central black holes would share the
same fate. Large-scale and deep surveys (e.g., Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey, and Canada-

France High-z Quasar Survey) in the
near-infrared part of the spectrum,which
is best suited to capture light redshifted
by the expansion of the universe, are
key to our progress in quasar research.
Observations of cold molecular gas at
submillimeter wavelengths are instead
driving studies of the galaxies that host
these quasars (24) to understand how
the cold gas feeds star formation in the
galaxy and accretion onto the MBHs.

The exquisite observations that are
driving progress on understanding the
first growth spurt of MBHs must be
matched by theoretical work. The rapid
growth ofMBHs powering the quasars
observed in the early universe has tan-
talized astrophysicists over the past few
years. One can estimate the maximum
growth of MBHs compatible with the
existence of a critical luminosity, the
Eddington luminosity, which is often
considered the upper limit to the ra-
diative output of a source. Above the
Eddington limit, radiation pressure over-
comes gravity, and gas is pushed away,
thus halting the flow that feeds the black

hole. The constraints require that ULAS J1120+0641
must have accreted sufficient mass to shine at the
Eddington limit for its entire lifetime, or at leastmore
than half of its life. This is not easy to accomplish
because (i) theMBH’s host galaxymust feed the hole
continuously, at the exactmaximum rate allowed, and
(ii) feedback effects from stars and the quasar itself
are likely to disrupt the flow of gas, causing intermit-
tent growth episodes, rather than the smooth, contin-
uous evolution required. Recent simulations suggest
that galaxies sitting on the rarest and highest peaks
of the cosmic density field may not be affected by
feedback (25). These simulations, however, resolve
only scales of thousands of light-years, at least three
orders of magnitude larger than the region where ac-
cretion takes place. Simulations and studies that focus
on the detailed physics of feedback near the MBH
find instead that the MBH feedback strongly affects
the gas supply,making it intermittent (Fig. 2) [(26,27),
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Fig. 1. Illustration showing three pathways to MBH formation that can occur in a distant galaxy (56). The starting
point is a primeval galaxy, composed of a dark matter halo and a central condensation of gas. Most of this gas will
eventually form stars and contribute to making galaxies as we know them. However, part of this gas has also gone into
making a MBH, probably following one of these routes.
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Supermassive star (SMS) with 105 Msun forms.✔

SMS collapses into a black hole (BH) by GR effect.✔

The black hole with the same mass as SMS is left.

The BH grows by accretion and merger.✔

中小質量星形成の標準シナリオ 

１．分子雲コアの収縮 
(～10５－６年) 

２．原始星の進化 
（～１０５－６年） 

３．前主系列進化 
（～１０６－７年） 

1970-80年代に確立 
林忠四郎、Larson,Shuら 

To form SMS requires very rapid accretion rate
> 10-1  Msun yr-1

High accretion-rate disk tends to be gravitationally unstable



Our previous work

with detailed treatment of chemical and thermal processes.
We study the structure of circum-stellar disks

Ṁ > 0.1 M� yr�1If , disk fragmentation occur.

We need to study the circum-stellar disk with time variation
and fragment evolution.

published in MNRAS

last December



Numerical model
2D hydrodynamical simulation

parent cloud

cylindrical coordinate (r,φ)

calculate the thermal and chemical evolutions in each grid

・

setup

・
The parent cloud has uniform density and temperature.

(test calculation)
grid number (r,φ)=(512, 256) and set the sink cell at the center

n0 = 105 cm-3, T = 7000 K

see the face-on disk✔

✔

✔

r0=1.6 pc

Mcloud=27000 Msun
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We stopped the calculation when the stellar mass becomes
half the mass of the parent cloud.

We confirmed that the numerical calculation works without problems.

Next, we will calculate with more realistic initial condition
and high resolution.



2. Course status



Course status

Advanced Lecture on Physics for the Universe I

GSP: 7p + GASP: 3p total: 10p

・

・ Advanced Experiments on Physics for the Universe

GEP 8P (remaining points: 5p)

N2: Scintillator hodoscope array read by MPPC

A1: Measurements on optical aberrations in an optical 
observation system


